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Product Code: EY11030 
 
This wonderful, illuminating mirror can add interest, engagement and a touch of sparkle to your 

learning spaces. An absorbing addition to all kinds of environments from babies and toddlers to 

sensory. By adding light and illumination it creates a sense of awe and wonder. 

 Babies can crawl up to this mirror and peer at their own reflection. This supports their 

exploration of their face and features. You can support by pointing to their nose, eyes, 

cheeks, mouth, ears etc. in the mirror. Why not sing ‘Head Shoulders Knees and Toes’ and 

point to each attribute on the mirror to support in their development.  

 You could create a tracking game for babies through the reflection in the mirror. Why not 

sing familiar nursery rhymes such as ‘Hey Diddle Diddle’. Have the different characters 

ready. You could make the cow jump high over the moon. Move the characters slowly so the 

child can focus and track the items in the reflection of the mirror. 

 This mirror can make a wonderful addition to any sensory space you may have. Creating a 

darkened environment can support children who may need a calming and soothing space. 

Have plenty of comfortable and cosy accessories such as cushions and blankets (risk assess) 

to create a cosy and relaxing space. 

 You could have this beautiful mirror in your role play area. Children may enjoy dressing up in 

different costumes and outfits. They may enjoy peering at their reflections whilst dressed up 

through this illuminated mirror. 

 Some children may enjoy watching themselves as they explore. Children may want to 

independently select music to dance to and make different movements whilst watching 

themselves through the mirror.  

 
 
 
 
 

Light Up Rectangle Mirror  


